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clearly imagine goods or services originating from the seeds of technology or cannot
guess the profitability, they hesitate to utilize the seeds. Governments are carrying out
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various measures to solve these problems only to prove their ineffectiveness.
In order to solve these issues concerning the seeds of technologies from universities
and academic institutes, it is preferable to establish some intermediate organizations who
are familiar with end users, manufacturers, traders, viz. overall market circumstances and
are able to offer market planning.
Those intermediate organizations will select the seeds of technologies from universities
and academic institutes from the viewpoints of both technology and marketing,
constructing the project for the selected seeds. They will plan the product from the

Open innovation, which was promoted by works of Henry Chesbrough, will be helpful

technological points of view and assign various tasks to other players : further

in the development of goods and services which cannot be carried out only by companies

technological issues to academic institutes or to companies making trial manufacture ;

themselves in today's diversified society.

quality and safety confirmation or standard certification to public institutes or to private

In this business model, the intellectual properties created by academic institutes etc. are

experts ; market research to searching companies. What they sell will be the result of

commercialized and obtained by companies, who develop further goods and products.

these activities, viz. technological information goods and the marketing strategies relating

Open innovation has increasingly gained its value as information technologies have

to them.

rapidly evolved and the intellectual properties have been bought and sold as information
goods.
As a result, new forms of marketing for new goods and services has emerged in the
value chains connecting suppliers and end users.
What attracts attention as an example of open innovation is patented technologies
which will be the basis of new goods and services. Keeping up with the times,
government offices are providing subsidies. Chances to introduce patents are also
increasing.
In Japan, open innovation is usually conducted on the basis of the communications
among companies. There are relatively small numbers of cases in which the achievements
of universities and academic institutes are traded.
Seeds of technology produced by universities and academic institutes are the academic
achievements and are different from goods and services companies produce to gain profit.
In order to commercialize the academic achievements, it is necessary to design a
marketing process as well as to pay attention to technological completeness, qualitative
standards, productivity, costs, technology for mass-production. If companies cannot

As is indicated above, the intellectual properties are very important information goods
but are not adequate to successfully generate open innovation.
Open innovation will require experiences, knowledge and creativity to organically
relate various information goods each other.

